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Дані методичні вказівки призначені для самостійної та 
аудиторної роботи студентів з англійської мови для спеціальності 
«Зовнішньоекономічна діяльність» заочної форми навчання.  
Дотримання методичних вказівок сприяє оволодінню студентами 
необхідним граматичним, лексичним матеріалом з англійської мови та їх 
підготовці до заліків. 
Робота складається з контрольних завдань та підбору сучасних текстів 
з наукових видань за економічними спеціальностями, що дозволяють 
використовувати методичні вказівки також для повторення вивченого 
матеріалу та для самостійної роботи з текстами в аудиторії та вдома. 
Перед кожним контрольним завданням надається перелік 
граматичного матеріалу, який студенти мають вивчити самостійно перед 
тим, як виконувати контрольну роботу. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
КОНТРОЛЬНЕ ЗАВДАННЯ 
I ВАРIАНТ 
 
Для того щоб правильно виконати контрольне завдання, необхідно 
засвоїти наступні розділи курсу англійської мови:  
 Модальні дієслова 
 Умовні речення 
 Пряма та непряма мова 
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І. Прочитайте, перепишіть та перекладіть текст:  
 
MICROSOFT’S CORE BUSINESS IS UNDER THREAT FROM 
ONLINE SOFTWARE 
 
Microsoft earns more than half its $40 billion or so of annual revenue – 
and the vast majority of its profits – on just two products: the Windows 
operating-system and Office. Both, however, are coming under threat from 
new technologies. The threat to Microsoft comes from online applications, 
which are changing how people use computers. Rather than relying on an 
operating system and its associated application software – bought in a box 
from Microsoft, and then loaded onto a PC – computer users are increasingly 
able to call up the software they need over the internet. 
Software companies are now selling software as a subscription service 
that can be accessed via a web-browser. Salesforce.com, the best known 
example of this trend, offers sales force management tools; other firms offer 
accounting and other back-office functions; there are even web-based word-
processors and spreadsheets. This lowers the economic and technical barriers 
to entry for firms wanting to compete with Microsoft, as well as diluting the 
advantages the firm gets from controlling how the computer works. Microsoft 
is still in a position that most firms would kill for. Its two main products – 
Windows and Office – remain fabulously profitable quasi-monopolies. Even 
if online applications and open-source software make rapid progress, 
Microsoft would retain a powerful and profitable position for some time. For 
all that, however, online applications clearly threaten the way Microsoft 
makes its money. Its licensing agreements are geared for a world where 
software is a physical product, purchased on discs, and paid for at once or in. 
But its online competitors charge each user a subscription: some like Google 
are even supplying software as a free online service, financed by 
advertisements. Last month Google acquired the firm that created Writely, a 
popular online word-processing program that is an obvious potential 
competitor to Microsoft Word. 
”In an effort to respond to the new world it faces, Microsoft had already 
undergone a thorough management restructuring last autumn. Its seven 
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business units were recast under three presidents, all of whom hail from the 
business side, not the technical one. The company reorients itself by adding 
an online component into virtually all its products. The first steps in that 
direction are “Windows Live” and “Office Live’, the Xbox gaming unit, its 
Xbox Live service – which allows users to download games and entertainment 
and chat .Meanwhile MSN has captured a small share of the roughly $10 
billion online advertising market. 
But the anchor products of Windows and Office, which in effect 
subsidize these ventures, have not evolved to reflect the new online era. So 
Microsoft now plans to graft subscriptions, downloadable add-ons and 
advertisements on to its core products. Again, it portrays this as an 
opportunity to open up new revenue streams, rather than a defensive tactic. 
For now, however, too many Microsoft managers are still measured by their 
success with yesterday’s business mode– selling boxes of software. The 
company’s problems are not just technical but organizational. “It has a vision 
but not a roadmap; it can see the peaks but doesn’t know how to cross the 
foothills to get there.” 
 
Words and expressions  
 
subscription service  підписне обслуговування 
back-office functions конторські функції 
regular installments  регулярні внески 
management restructuring  реструктуризація управління 
anchor products  основний продукт 
 
II. Дайте відповіді на такі запитання до тексту: 
1. How does Microsoft make its profits? 
2. Where does the threat to Microsoft come from? 
3. What factors determine the profitability of the company? 
4. How do online competitors differ from Microsoft in the way they make 
their profits? 
5. What changes are being conducted by Microsoft to improve its position 
in the world of business? 
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6. What do you think Microsoft will look like in ten years’ time? Will there 
be many changes? 
7. What would you say the problems of Microsoft are? 
 
III. Випишіть з тексту англійські еквіваленти таких словосполучень: 
прибуток 
бухгалтерська справа 
робітники торгових підприємств 
зменшувати переваги 
ліцензійна угода 
 
IV.Визначте номери абзаців, в яких мова йде про: 
а) загрозу успішній діяльності Microsoft 
б) зусилля якими переймається Microsoft щоб виправити ситуацію. 
 
V. Випишіть з тексту речення, що передають основну думку тексту.  
 
VI. Перепишіть та перекладіть речення, підкреслить модальні 
дієслова. 
1. This could be a tricky meeting. You might be persuaded by the others  
2. I can’t get through to our office in Milan. They may/might be having 
problems with their fax machine. 
3. He arrived here this morning. He must have been waiting for hours.  
4. The power generators are stockpiling supplies of coal because there 
could be a strike soon. 
5. He’s thinking of retiring from the family business and he may sell the 
company. 
6. She was engaged when I rang her but I don’t know who she was talking 
to. She might have been phoning the Sales Department.  
7. She seemed surprised to see me. She can’t have been expecting me. 
8. There have been a number of delays in the project. It may be delayed by 
several months. 
9. I haven’t got Henry’s phone number, but I know that Anna has it. She 
might be able to tell you. 
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VII. Заповніть пропуски дієсловами у необхідній формі. Перекладіть 
речення. Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If we _______ (leave) now, we ______ (get) a table at a restaurant. 
2. Every time Peter chairs a meeting, it ______ (go) for a long time. 
3. I don’t think you _____ (have) any problems, but call me _____ you do. 
4. If interest rates ______ (rise) again during the next two years we ______ 
(have) to try to reduce our costs and the amount we borrow. 
5. We ______ (move) to a bigger hall, if there ______ (be) any more 
people for the presentation. 
6. If we_____ (not/launch) an advertising campaign, our sales ____ (not/rise). 
7. If they ___ (not/win) that order, they ____ (may/have to) close the factory. 
 
VIII. Закінчить речення своїми думками. Перекладіть: 
1. If I go over to Paris … 
2. If I have the opportunity to spend some time in Greece …  
3. I’ll probably stay in my present job unless … 
 
IX. Закінчить речення даними у дужках словами (unless, as long as, 
provided that, so that, in case). Перекладіть речення. 
1. I won’t accept an overseas posting ____ I can have my job back when I return. 
2.  _____ we continue to order in bulk, they will go on giving us free delivery. 
3. I’m going to hold a meeting ________ everyone can say what they think. 
 
X. Поставте дієслова в необхідну форму. Перекладіть речення. 
Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If we didn’t spend so much on R&D, we ___ (not be) the market leaders. 
2. It’s a pity the circulation of our magazine is so low. If it ____ (be) 
higher, we _____ (can, earn) a lot more from advertising. 
3. If I ____ (be) in your profession, I would insist on having more staff in the department. 
4. If I _____ (be offered) a job in Saudi Arabia for five years, I might accept it. 
5. If I _____ (be) Chairman of the company I work for, I ____ (award) 
myself a large pay rise. 
6. If so much of a product’s worth wasn’t tied up in brand and intellectual 
property it _______ (not/be) so easy to sell poor quality substitutes. 
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XI. Поставте дієслова у необхідну форму. Перекладіть речення. 
Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If we had waited a few more months, we _____ (save) a great deal of 
money on the new computers. 
2. If I (have) _____ enough money, I (buy) ______ a real Rolex but I just 
didn’t, so I bought a fake. 
3. There (not/be) _______ so many imitation drugs on the market if the 
prices of the genuine products (not/be) _____ so high. 
4. The company would have made bigger profits if they _____ (be able) to 
cut down on salaries. 
5. I (not/work) _____ for a counterfeiter if I (can/get) ______ another job 
elsewhere, but I couldn’t. 
6. If he hadn’t lost his driving license, he ______ (not, have to take) taxis 
everywhere. 
 
XII. Перепишіть речення. Використовуючи слова в дужках, 
перетворіть речення з прямою мовою у непряму. Перекладіть. 
Пам’ятайте, що якщо присудок головного речення виражено 
дієсловом в минулому часі, присудок підрядного речення має бути в 
одній із форм минулого часу: 
Зразок: 
«How much of your subsidiary’s profits do you reinvest?» (Mr. Miller /want 
to know). 
Mr. Miller wanted to know how much of their subsidiary’s profits they 
reinvested. 
 
1. “Important decisions are taken by the parent company.” (Vice-
President/say). 
2. “Mr. Gill, do you believe multinationals have helped developing 
countries?” (Mr. Miller/want to know). 
3. “Our new subsidiary will provide work for hundreds of people.” (Mr. 
Gill/claim). 
4. “We will help local business in every way we can.” (Mr. Gill/claim). 
5. “We made a record profit in September.”(Mr. Gill/announce).  
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II ВАРІАНТ 
 
Для того щоб правильно виконати контрольне завдання, необхідно 
засвоїти наступні розділи курсу англійської мови:  
 Модальні дієслова 
 Умовні речення 
 Пряма та непряма мова 
 
I. Прочитайте, перепишіть та перекладіть текст: 
 
MARRIAGE MADE IN HEAVEN – OR HELL 
 
When the marriage of Daimler-Benz and Chrysler was announced in 
May 1998, it was the biggest cross-border industrial merger ever. It was the 
deal that gave a practical meaning to globalization. A leading car company in 
Europe and one in America acknowledged that it could not prosper without 
acquiring greater scale to deal with the consequences of the globalization of 
its industry. It was the biggest upheaval that the car industry had seen, and 
was soon to inspire the equally globe-spanning alliance of Renault and 
Nissan. When the deal was consummated later that year it created an 
industrial giant with global sales of more than $150 billion and a group that 
ranked fifth among car manufacturers. Their combined strengths would make 
the group fit to take on the world. 
That was the theory. The practice has proved much messier. 
DaimlerChrysler’s share price fell from a peak of $108 in January 1999 to $38 
by November 2000. The combined group was worth barely the value of 
Daimler-Benz before the merger. Billions of dollars of shareholder value was 
destroyed. From the start, the combined company was wracked by divisions at 
all levels. Neither side could agree on whether this was a genuine merger of 
equals or a quiet takeover of an American company by a financially stronger 
German one. The first couple of years were consumed by struggles over who 
was really in control and over how the combined companies were to be run. It 
was a company with problems in every department: Productivity was 
hopelessly out of touch with the industry’s norms. Purchasing was inefficient 
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and fixed costs were far too high for a company of its size. Investment was 
running at 10% of sales but, even then, was failing to fill the gaps in a weak 
product line. Quality control was a constant problem. 
The recovery plan set a target of 30 hours a vehicle by 2007.A five-year 
capital-spending plan of $42 billion was slashed to $29 billion, but the 
number of new products in development rose by 50%, because capital was 
deployed so much more efficiently. The time to bring forward new models 
fell from two years to only 17 months. Chrysler shrank to fit the number of 
cars it could sell: it shut six factories and cut 45,000 jobs, a third of the total. 
Chrysler also began to benefit from Mercedes’ technology. Technology-
sharing among engineers started right after the merger, despite integrat ion 
problems in top management. 
Today Chrysler is the healthiest of the car companies in Detroit, with a 
brand that has moved upmarket even as surplus capacity and workers were 
shed. The vast complex churns out 2,100 cars a day and employs more than 
42,000 people. Mercedes and Chrysler’s American factories use thousands of 
robots to cut expensive manpower. A plan started last year should produce 
$1,5billion of annual cost savings and more are in the works. Already, more 
than 5,000 workers at its German factories have taken voluntary redundancy 
or retirement packages. 
The big lesson of the formation of Daimler-Chrysler is that grand 
strategy is never going to shield a company from problem, whether these are 
the consequences of something as ambitious as a transatlantic merger, or the 
weaknesses of parts of business. 
 
Words and expressions  
 
Globe-spanning alliance  альянс глобального розміру 
Share price  ціна акції 
To move upmarket  виходити на ринки дорогої продукції 
Fixed cost  фіксовані витрати 
Surplus capacity   надмірна потужність 
To cut expensive manpower  скорочувати дорогу робочу силу 
Annual cost saving  щорічна економія витрат 
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II. Дайте відповіді на такі запитання до тексту: 
1. What are the reasons of the merger? 
2. How could you explain that the merger gave a practical meaning to globalization? 
3. Are there any pitfalls in takeovers and mergers? 
4. What problems emerged when the recovery plan started to work? 
5. How do you know whether the acquisition has been a success or not? 
 
III. Випишіть з тексту англійські еквіваленти таких словосполучень: 
признаний 
тихе поглинення 
випускати нові моделі 
широко використовувати капітал 
скорочення штатів 
пенсійний пакет 
 
IV. Визначте номери абзаців, в яких мова йде про: 
а) організаційні протиріччя 
б) негативні наслідки злиття 
 
V. Випишіть з тексту речення, що передають основну думку тексту . 
 
VI. Перепишіть та перекладіть речення, підкресліть модальні 
дієслова. 
1. In the next few months, the price of oil may rise. 
2. There’s no answer from David’s phone. He must be out. 
3. He bought the shares when they were cheap and sold them at the peak, 
so he must have made a lot of money. 
4. I’ll send you the letter now, so you might get it tomorrow morning. 
5. There are no vacancies at the moment, but there could be some in a few months. 
6. They say they definitely sent the shipment, but it never arrived. They 
must have sent it to the wrong address. 
7. Judging by the phone bill, she must have been making long international calls. 
8. The Christian Democrats are doing well in the opinion polls they might 
form the next government. 
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9. Everyone in R&D IS working very long hours at the moment. They must 
be developing a new model.  
 
VII. Заповніть пропуски дієсловами у необхідній формі. Перекладіть 
речення. Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If the meeting ____ (finish) late tonight, I _____ (spend) the night in London. 
2. If inflation ______ (rise), the value of people’s saving _____ (go) down. 
3. When you _______ (have) a high staff turnover, something ______ (be) 
wrong with management. 
4. If the meeting ______ (go on) after 4.30., I ______ (cancel) my 
appointment with Mr. Brown.  
5. We’ll start negotiating when they _______ (approach) us with a 
reasonable proposal.  
6. As soon as I _______ (receive) the latest figures, I’ll call a meeting. 
7. Please start when you _______ (be) ready. 
 
VIII. Закінчіть речення своїми думками. Перекладіть: 
1. If I have time this weekend . . . 
2. If I go on holiday this year. . . . 
3. 3.They won’t sign the contract unless . . .  
 
IX. Закінчить речення даними у дужках словами (unless, as long as, 
provided that, so that, in case). Перекладіть речення. 
1. We will sign the deal tomorrow ________ something goes wrong. 
2. The banks will support us ________ the company is profitable. 
3. The building has smoke alarms ______ we can detect fires immediately. 
 
X. Поставте дієслова в необхідну форму. Перекладіть речення. 
Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If I had the authority, I _________ (give) you an answer.  
2. If our labor costs _______ (be) lower, we could produce cheaper goods. 
3. I’m sure we would meet our target, if we _____ (maintain) our current level of sales.  
4. If I lost all my money and credit cards, I _______ (phone) my bank and 
credit card immediately. 
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5. If I ______ (be) Chairman of the company I work for, I would start 
looking at new areas of the world where we could do business, and would 
spend much more on new technology. 
6. If expense reports weren’t filed via the intranet, they ______ (can/not/be 
paid) within 48 hours. 
 
XI. Поставте дієслова у необхідну форму. Перекладіть речення. 
Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. They would have gone out of business years ago if they ______ (not, 
invest) in new technology. 
2. If we hadn’t brought out the new RT&M8181, our market share _____ (not, go up). 
3. If we _______ (win) the Best Fax award, we would have reached our 
target of 30% of the market. 
4. If I had had the chance to study another language, I ____ (learn) French. 
5. If he had gone into banking, he ______ (may, go) into insurance. 
6. If I had fallen seriously ill, I _______ (cover) by my insurance. 
7. If you had been on the course, you ______ (know) how to operate the new equipment. 
 
XII. Перепишіть речення. Використовуючи слова в дужках, 
перетворіть речення з прямою мовою у непряму. Перекладіть. 
Пам’ятайте, що якщо присудок головного речення виражено 
дієсловом в минулому часі, присудок підрядного речення має бути в 
одній із форм минулого часу: 
 
Зразок: 
«How much of your subsidiary’s profits do you reinvest?» (Mr. Miller/want to 
know). 
Mr. Miller wanted to know how much of their subsidiary’s profits they reinvested. 
1. “Our distributors were having trouble getting licenses.” (Vice-President /say). 
2. “Do multinationals take the lion’s share of the available capital?”(Mr. Gill /ask). 
3. “I do not know of any worker who is not happy at our plant.” (Mr. Gill /say). 
4. “Unpleasant things are often said about us in the press.” (Mr. Gill /complain). 
5. “Our subsidiaries are a real benefit to developing countries.” (Mr. Gill /claim). 
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III ВАРІАНТ 
 
Для того щоб правильно виконати контрольне завдання, необхідно 
засвоїти наступні розділи курсу англійської мови:  
 Модальні дієслова 
 Умовні речення 
 Пряма та непряма мова 
 
І. Прочитайте, перепишіть та перекладіть текст: 
 
IF THE PRICE IS RIGHT 
 
A personal computer wouldn't cost twice as much in the UK as it does in the 
States and you wouldn't need to take out a bank loan to buy a coffee in the Champs-
Elysees. Of course, strictly speaking, the computer is tradeable and the coffee non-
tradeable. For tradable goods are exported all over the world, but non-tradables have 
to be consumed where they are produced. And, since a cafe noir halfway up the Eiffel 
Tower can only be purchased in Paris, frankly, they can charge what they like for it. 
But, tradable or not, as every salesperson knows, "The price of a thing is what it will 
bring." And when it comes to price, the buyer is his own worst enemy. Show me a 
high price and I'll show you too many customers prepared to pay over the odds. 
The truth is people pay the price they deserve. A massive twenty per cent mark-up 
does not stop people buying a billion cans Coke a day. And with profit margins of up to a 
phenomenal fifty per cent, Philip Morris can still gross around $100 billion a year, 
making the makers of Marlboro cigarettes the most profitable company in the world. 
In fact, product-pricing lies at the very heart of the marketing process itself. Its 
impact is felt in sales volume, in the product's contribution to overall profits and, 
above all, in the strategic position the product occupies in the marketplace. For a 
higher price will often raise a product's profile and a high product profile commands a 
higher price. Product profile is basically the difference between a Rolex and a Timex, 
a bottle of Chanel No.5 and a bottle of Boots No.7. So, of course, is price. 
But it isn't as simple as that. Economics, as well as market forces are at work. If 
they were not, we might expect international competition to equalize prices 
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everywhere, but in spite of all the talk of a single market, a borderless Europe and a 
common currency, prices remain alarmingly elastic. And what goes for a song in one 
country can cost a bomb in another. 
For one thing, most commodities, particularly agricultural products, are usually 
heavily subsidized. So, in the absence of free trade, food will tend to be cheap in the 
USA, cheaper still in Central and South America, expensive in Europe and outrageously 
so in Japan. Trade barriers compound the problem. For, sadly, those who took part in the 
last round of GATT could barely reach general agreement on where to have lunch. 
So how do you put a price on things? An everyday supermarket item in one 
country might be a luxury item in another and cost considerably more. Scotch, for 
instance, is a mass market product in Aberdeen but understandably a niche market 
product in Abu Dhabi. No prizes for guessing where it's cheaper. 
Then, of course, there are taxes. By imposing wildly different rates of tax on 
otherwise homogeneous commodities like petrol, governments distort prices even 
further. If you're driving through Europe, you'd certainly do better to fill up in 
Luxembourg than in Italy. Tax is also the reason why a Jaguar car costs less in 
Brussels than in Britain, where it was built. 
So buy your car in Belgium, your fridge and other 'white goods' in the UK; 
stock up on medicines in France and on CDs in Germany. That way you'll be sure to 
get the best deal. For where you spend your money is almost as important as what you 
spend it on, but neither is as important as the fact that you're prepared to spend it. In 
the words of film actor Cary Grant, "Money talks, they say. All it ever said to me was 
Goodbye." 
 
Words and expressions 
 
tradable ходовий, ринковий, оборотний 
mark up набавляти ціну 
profit margin частка прибутку в ціні; прибутковість 
to gross прирощувати, приростати 
sales volume об’єм продаж 
overall profit загальна користь 
niche market потреба на дуже специфічну продукцію 
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II. Дайте відповіді на запитання до тексту: 
1. What is the price of a thing determined with? 
2. What is at the heart of the marketing process? 
3. Why do prices remain alarmingly elastic? 
4. How do governments distort prices? 
5. What should we do to be a wise buyer? 
 
III. Випишіть з тексту англійські еквіваленти таких словосполучень: 
встановлення ціни 
повинні споживатися 
загальна валюта 
порівняльні параметри виробу 
товар масового вжитку 
однорідний товар 
 
IY. Визначте номери абзаців, в яких мова йде про те, що: 
a) те, що ціноутворювання залежить від ринкових процесів; 
b) вплив податків на зріст ціни. 
 
Y. Випишіть з тексту речення, що передають основну думку тексту . 
 
VI. Перепишіть та перекладіть речення, підкресліть модальні 
дієслова. 
1. I might be promoted at the end of the year. 
2. There’s a lot of noise from room 420. They must be having a party.  
3. I’m not sure why Mr. Janssen wasn’t at the meeting. He might have been 
delayed at the airport. 
4. The machines are getting very old and they could go wrong at any time. 
5. (The Director is under a lot of pressure from the Board, so he might have 
to resign. 
6. It’s now 10.15 and no one else is here at the meeting. The meeting must 
have been cancelled.  
7. It was a very bad deal. They can’t have been selling many cars. 
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8. The new Hoover 237 dishwasher has had excellent reviews. It might do really well. 
9. I’ve got a new Rolex watch. I bought it in Thailand for 5 pounds. I must be a fake.  
 
VII. Заповніть пропуски дієсловами у необхідній формі. Перекладіть 
речення. Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If I _____ (loose) my job, I ______ (set up) my own business. 
2. If I ______ (be) the Prime Minister, I ______ (raise) taxes and ______ 
(spend) more money on education. 
3. .If the meeting finishes late, I ______ (catch) the train home. 
4. If you send a letter by Datapost, it _____ (get) there the following morning. 
5. We won’t be able to compete, if ______ (not/modernize) our production plant. 
6. I’ll be at a meeting this afternoon, so if he ______ (call) you _____ (tell) 
him I ______ (give) him a ring later. 
7. Before we ______ (inform) the shareholders, we’ll contact the CEO. 
 
YIII. Закінчить речення своїми думками. Перекладіть: 
1. If I can afford it … 
2. If I carry on learning English … 
3. Provided that Boeing get the safety certificate for their new airplane …  
 
IX. Закінчить речення даними у дужках словами (unless, as long as, 
provided that, so that, in case). Перекладіть речення. 
1. We’re not going to get that contract ____ we improve our offer. 
2. We’ll be able to start this project in two months ___ the Board think it is a good idea. 
3. Keep the insurance document safe _____ we need to make a claim. 
 
X. Поставте дієслова в необхідну форму. Перекладіть речення.  
Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If I didn’t enjoy my job, I _____ (not/work) so hard. 
2. It’s a pity you have refused to talk to him. He _____ (may/change) his 
mind if you spoke to him personally. 
3. What laws would you change if you ______ (be) in Parliament? 
4. If they ______ (not/promote) their website through TV ads, they 
couldn’t get 2000 hits a day. 
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5. If we understood the potential impact of e-purchasing early enough, we 
______ (not/lag behind) our competitors. 
6. If they listened to their customers’ comments and suggestions, they 
______ (be able) to improve their online services. 
 
XI. Поставте дієслова у необхідну форму. Перекладіть речення. 
Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. We would have won that contract if we ______ (make) a better offer. 
2. The company ______ (move) earlier, if we had found suitable premises. 
3. ______ you ______ (accept)  the new job if they had offered it to you? 
4. If there hadn’t been so many mistakes in the advertisement, we ______ 
(have to) to redo it. 
5. If we had had the right figures, we ______ (can/avoid) a costly error. 
6. If I ______ (not/loose) my passport the last time I was abroad, I ______ 
(go) to the embassy to get a replacement. 
7. We _______ (may, lose) a great deal of money if we _____ (not, take) 
our lawyer’s advice. 
 
XII. Перепишіть речення. Використовуючи слова в дужках, 
перетворіть речення з прямою мовою у непряму. Перекладіть. 
Пам’ятайте, що якщо присудок головного речення виражено 
дієсловом в минулому часі, присудок підрядного речення має бути в 
одній із форм минулого часу: 
 
Зразок: 
«How much of your subsidiary’s profits do you reinvest?» (Mr. Miller/want to 
know). 
Mr. Miller wanted to know how much of their subsidiary’s profits they reinvested 
1. “Can subsidiaries take any decisions they want?” (Interviewer/ask). 
2. “Why did some countries nationalize subsidiaries in the 1980s?” (Mr. Miller/wonder). 
3. “People often have the wrong idea about multinationals.” (Mr. Gill/complain). 
4. “Do people really believe we are preventing local firms from growing?” (Mr. Gill/ask). 
5. “Our company is going to set up another subsidiary there.” (Mr. Gill/explain). 
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IV ВАРІАНТ 
 
Для того щоб правильно виконати контрольне завдання, необхідно 
засвоїти наступні розділи курсу англійської мови:  
 Модальні дієслова 
 Умовні речення 
 Пряма та непряма мова 
 
І. Прочитайте, перепишіть та перекладіть текст: 
 
Entrepreneurs 
 
An entrepreneur is not what you are, it's what you become, and real 
entrepreneurs exist only in retrospect. At first, nobody takes them seriously. 
They’re dreamers, unemployables. And by the time they’ve finally earned the 
respect of the business community, they’ve already made it. So cancel the classes 
on entrepreneurship and throw out your business plan. For the road to 
entrepreneurial success can’t be mapped out in advance. 
In the beginning, only the entrepreneur needs to see the goal, nobody else. 
And the goal is quite simple: you get an idea; you identify your customer. Then 
you make a sale. Then you make another and another until your office in spare 
bedroom has turned into tower block in Manhatten you always wanted. Forget 
about marketing strategy at this stage. What you need first is a steady cash flow.  
Bide your time. Focus on the little things. That's how it works. Big companies are 
just small companies that got bigger. 
Take Richard Branson, for instance. For the founder of Virgin the first ten 
years were a struggle, with his company suffering some cash flow problems until as 
late as 1980. By then, the Virgin Group was running eighty different operations, 
none of them making large amounts of money and some of them losing money hand 
over fist. Yet in 1992 Branson's music business alone sold for £560 million. 
Or take Nicolas Hayek, the man who invented the Swatch and brought the 
Swiss watch-making industry back from the dead. Hayek took on Japanese market 
leaders, Seiko and Citizen, and beat them on quality and price. Today the Swatch 
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Group, which includes many famous names such as Omega, Longines, Calvin Klein 
and Tissot, sells 114 million watches a year. With annual sales of over four billion 
Swiss francs and a twenty-five per cent share of the global market, the group is now 
by far the largest manufacturer and distributor of finished watches in the world. The 
Swatch was a 20
th
 century icon and some of the highly collectable early designs are 
now classed as art and fetch more than £20,000 - not bad for a plastic watch! 
So what is it that makes a good entrepreneur on the scale of a Bill Gates, a 
Jeff Bezos or a Michael Dell? Clearly, not the same thing that makes a good 
manager. For good managers tend to come from fairly conventional backgrounds. 
They're the bright guys everyone knew would do well, born organizers, who rise 
through the ranks to reach the top of large corporations. But the budding 
entrepreneur is more likely to be an outsider, a troublemaker, a rebel who drops 
out of college to get a job, discovers a flair for building companies from nothing, 
gets bored quickly and moves on. Most of all, the entrepreneur will be a master of 
risk-management. For risk doesn't mean the same thing to the entrepreneur as it 
does to the rest of us. The king of corporate raiders, Sir James Goldsmith, 
summed it up best: "The ultimate risk," he said, "is not taking a risk." And that's 
probably how he got to be a dollar billionaire. 
 
Words and expressions  
 
entrepreneur підприємець 
cash flow рух грошових коштів 
risk management керування ризиками 
annual sales річний обсяг продажу 
hand over fist швидко 
 
II. Дайте відповіді на такі запитання до тексту: 
1. What are the first steps of entrepreneurs, according to the author of the article? 
2. What problems did the founder of Virgin face in the beginning? 
3. Do you happen to remember a successful entrepreneur? 
4. What makes a good entrepreneur on the scale of Bill Gates? 
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III. Випишіть з тексту англійські еквіваленти таких словосполучень: 
підприємництво 
найпростіше середовище 
природній організатор 
підніматися кар’єрними сходами 
 
IV. Визначте номери абзаців, в яких мова йде про: 
а) що підприємець повинен мати якісь надзвичайні риси, щоб стати успішним, 
б) що таке ризик. 
 
V. Випишіть з тексту речення, що передають основну думку тексту. 
 
VI. Перепишіть та перекладіть речення, пiдкреслiть модальні дієслова.  
1. The lawyers think it could take quite a long time to draw up the contract.  
2. Jane may/might know the address of the company because she did some 
work for them a few years ago. 
3. You can’t/couldn’t have seen Mr. Knoles at the sales conference, 
because he was in Mexico at the time. 
4. The new range of sun creams looks very exciting and we think it may 
capture about 15% of the market. 
5. I’ve shown your advert to the Marketing Director and she may want to 
discuss it with you. 
6. It is 12. You ring a colleague but there is no reply. He might have gone go to lunch. 
7. There’s a chance she may be promoted at the end of the year. 
8. The government is spending much more than it is earning in taxes. There 
could be a tax rise in the next budget. 
9. Peter wasn’t feeling well yesterday and he’s not in the office today. He 
must be at home.  
 
VII. Заповніть пропуски дієсловами у необхідній формі. Перекладіть 
речення. Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If sales _____ (go) well this year, we _____ (increase) our profits. 
2. People ____ (be) more productive, if they ____ (work) in pleasant surroundings. 
3. Sales are low this spring, but they ____ (improve) when summer ____ (start). 
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4. If you ____ (require) any further information, ____ (not/ hesitate) to contact me. 
5. If one of my company’s main competitors offers me a good job, I 
______ probably ______ (turn) it down. 
6. Once we _____ (establish) ourselves more firmly in the region, we’ll 
start looking for acquisitions. 
7. We won’t be able to meet the demand until the slowdown in production ____ (stop). 
 
VIII. Закінчить речення своїми думками. Перекладіть: 
1. If I finish work early … 
2. If I move house at some stage in the future … 
3. The economic situation will continue to improve as long as …  
 
IX. Закінчить речення даними у дужках словами (unless, as long as, 
provided that, so that, in case). Перекладіть речення. 
1. This project will not be viable ______ you can cut your overheads. 
2.  ______ we solve the problem now, the situation is going to get worse. 
3. I’ll phone you later _____ you have any problems with the programme. 
 
X. Поставте дієслова у необхідну форму. Перекладіть речення. 
Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If I were the President, I _____ (reduce) bureaucracy and _____ (cut) 
defense spending. 
2. If _____ I (be) you I ______ (think) very carefully before investing. 
3. If I ______ (know) their address, I would contact them. 
4. I would apply for the job if I _____ (have) a degree, but unfortunately I haven’t. 
5. If one of my company’s main competitors offered me a good job, I 
______ probably _____ (turn) it down. 
6. We would have a competitive market for internet access if our 
telecommunications environment ______ (be/not) deregulated. 
 
XI. Поставте дієслова у необхідну форму. Перекладіть речення. 
Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If we had waited a few more months, we _____ (save) a great deal of 
money on the new computers. 
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2. If they ______ (not/have) technical problems, their model would have 
come out sooner. 
3. If there _____ (be) an increase in VAT, demand would have dropped. 
4. The company ______ (make) bigger profits if they would have been able 
to cut down on salaries. 
5. We ______ (may/loose) a great deal of money, if we hadn’t taken our 
lawyer’s advice. 
6. If I ______ (miss) my return flight, I would have had to buy another 
ticket.  
7. If I _______ (be/gone) to school in France, I wouldn’t be bilingual.  
 
XII. Перепишіть речення. Використовуючи слова в дужках, 
перетворіть речення з прямою мовою у непряму. Перекладіть. 
Пам’ятайте, що якщо присудок головного речення виражено 
дієсловом в минулому часі, присудок підрядного речення має бути в 
одній із форм минулого часу: 
Зразок: 
«How much of your subsidiary’s profits do you reinvest?» (Mr. Miller/want to 
know). 
Mr. Miller wanted to know how much of their subsidiary’s profits they 
reinvested. 
1. ”Can it be said that multinationals are major supplies of capital?” (Mr. 
Gill /want to know). 
2. “What is a multinational able to offer a developing country?” (Mr. Miller  
/ask). 
3. “We will train local staff for management positions.” (Mr. Gill  
/promise). 
4. “We do not pay low wages.” (Mr. Gill /deny). 
5. “Who has benefited from your company’s subsidiaries?” (Mr. Miller 
/ask). 
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V ВАРІАНТ 
 
Для того щоб правильно виконати контрольне завдання, необхідно 
засвоїти наступні розділи курсу англійської мови:  
 Модальні дієслова 
 Умовні речення 
 Пряма та непряма мова 
 
І. Прочитайте, перепишіть та перекладіть текст 
 
BRAND WARS 
Coke versus Pepsi; Nike versus Reebok; Nintendo versus 
Sega - the battle is on amongst the world's top brands.  
 
Aggressive comparative advertising has now reached fever pitch; extra 
millions are pouring into R&D, and the market leaders are under constant 
pressure to slash their prices in a cut-throat struggle for market domination. 
When Philip Morris knocked 40c off a packet of Marlboro, $47-and-a-half 
billion was instantly wiped off the market value of America's top twenty cigarette 
manufacturers. Lesser brands went to the wall. And that's just one example of how 
fair competition within a free market has rapidly escalated into all-out brand war. 
Own-label Products 
Yet, in spite of the efforts of the corporate heavyweights to win market 
share, when it comes to fast-moving consumer goods, more and more consumers 
are switching to the supermarkets' own-label products. And brand loyalty is fast 
becoming a thing of the past. The once unchallengeable Nescafe and Kellogg's 
are actually losing sales, as their higher price is no longer automatically 
associated with higher quality. And in many supermarkets across Europe and the 
States own-labels now account for over fifty-five per cent of total sales. Their 
turnover has never been higher. 
Coke 
Of course, the big brands are not giving in without a fight. When British 
supermarket chain, Sainsbury's, led the attack on Coke by launching its own 
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similarly packaged product, it managed to secure fifteen per cent of the total 
UK cola market in just two months. But Coca-Cola was quick to respond. 
Sainsbury's was told to change its packaging fast or Coke would cut its prices to 
rival supermarkets and leave Sainsbury's hopelessly overpriced. Some people say 
the Sainsbury's cola tastes as good as Coke. But they're the ones who 
underestimate the power of the brand. 
Big Brands - Big Business 
Brand names are still the reason Omega can put a 300% mark-up on their 
watches, the reason Nestle spent a fortune buying Perrier, the reason investors 
are prepared to pay up to twelve times the book value for a company's stock. Big 
brands remain big business in the City. 
Brands 
Brand stretching is another way in which the household names are 
fighting back. By putting their familiar trademark on attractive and fashionable 
new products, companies like Pepsi, Maxwear, Cola, Camel can both 
generate additional revenue and increase brand-awareness. The high-life image 
suits companies like Philip Morris, for whom, as the restrictions on tobacco ads 
get tougher, brand stretching is the perfect form of subliminal advertising. 
Buyer, Beware 
So much for the high-street brands. Further up market, the luxury 
branded goods manufacturers are facing an even greater enemy of their own, 
namely, the pirate brands. And as the trade in lookalike products increases, 
companies like Ray-Ban and Reebok, Yves Saint Laurent and Armani are calling 
for a crackdown on the pirates. In Europe over ten per cent of clothes and 
footwear sold are said to be fakes, costing the firms who make the real thing 
nearly $7 billion a year. For a fraction of the recommended retail price you can 
pick up fake Gucci, fake Lacoste, fake Lego, fake Disney, fake Nintendo, fake 
anything. But buyers, beware! Your case of Moet et Chandon will probably turn 
out to be cider and your bottle of Calvin Klein more like industrial cleaner than 
perfume. 
Market Saturation 
But, brand wars aside, the single biggest threat to the market remains 
saturation. For it seems there are just too many products on the shelves. In the 
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States they call this 'product clutter' and it is currently the cause of a strong anti-
consumerism movement. In fact, product proliferation means that some boots 
stores actually stock seventy-five different kinds of toothbrush and 240 types of 
shampoo. It would take you over twenty years to try them all, assuming you 
even wanted to! And that's just got to be crazy when you think that eighty to 
ninety per cent of new brands fail within their first six months. 
 
Words and expressions 
 
market value ринкова вартість 
market share частка на ринку 
brand loyalty відданість бренду 
turnover товарообіг 
mark up набавляти ціну 
brand-stretching розширення бренду 
subliminal ad підсвідома реклама 
market saturation насичинність ринку 
 
II. Дайте відповіді на такі запитання до тексту: 
1. What are the market leaders struggling for? 
2. Why are the consumers switching to their own-label products? 
3. In what way does Coca-Cola protect its brand power? 
4. How can companies generate additional revenue and increase brand-
awareness? 
5. Why are the up market manufactures calling for a crackdown on the pirates? 
6. What is the biggest threat to the market? Why? 
 
III. Випишіть з тексту англійські еквіваленти таких словосполучень:  
балансова вартість 
додатковий прибуток 
обізнаність про марку 
дорогі бренди 
розповсюдження, проникнення 
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IV. Визначте номери абзаців, в яких мова йде про те що: 
а) необхідно боротися з піратською продукцією; 
б) лояльність до бренду зменшується у наші дні. 
 
V. Випишіть з тексту речення, що передають основну думку тексту. 
 
VI. Перепишіть та перекладіть речення, підкресліть модальні 
дієслова.  
1. Smith must have been surprised when he saw the jewellery was missing. 
2. Jane can’t be looking for a new job already. She only started work a week ago. 
3. He shouldn’t have listened to his friend’s advice. He should have been 
more sensible and come to management to present his problem and ask for a 
loan of the money. 
4. Tom must have provided references when he applied to join the store. 
8. We are expanding in Latin America, so I could be sent to the Argentina 
office next year. 
9. The equipment was repaired last week, but it has gone wrong again. It 
can’t have been repaired properly. 
10. He went home at 4.30, so he can’t have heard the announcement. 
11. The political situation in the Middle East is very unstable. The price of 
oil might rise. 
12. I’ve phoned Jane three times this morning but there is no reply. She must 
be out seeing a client. 
 
VII. Заповніть пропуски дієсловами у необхідній формі. Перекладіть 
речення. Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If we _____ (stay) here for much longer, the restaurant ______ (shut). 
2. Governments _____ (expect) something in return, if they _____ (give) aid.  
3. I _____ (feel) very disappointed if I _____ (not/get) promotion this year. 
4. If I _____ (go) to London next week, I ____ (visit) their headquarters. 
5. If you ____ (increase) your order to 500, we’ll lower our price to $55 per item. 
6. If you _______ (pay) an extra $300, we’ll give you a five-year warranty. 
7. If we _____ (change) the specifications, they we’ll reduce the discount by 2%. 
8. If they give us a 12% discount, we _____ (buy) over 20 vehicles. 
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VIII. Закінчить речення своїми думками. Перекладіть: 
1. If I stay in present job . . . .  
2. If I feel tired this evening . . . 
3. I won’t be able to go to the interview on Thursday unless . . . .  
 
IX. Закінчить речення даними у дужках словами (unless, as long as, 
provided that, so that, in case). Перекладіть речення. 
1. We are going to have a bad year _______ demand increases soon. 
2. We’ll sign the contract today _______ there aren’t any last minute 
problems. 
3. I’ll send you fax ______ you get all the information you need today. 
 
X. Поставте дієслова у необхідну форму. Перекладіть речення. 
Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. We would use them if they _______ (not/be so expensive. 
2. I think they _______ (may) give that job in Paris if I applied for it, but 
I’m not interested in it. 
3. If everyone contributed 10% of their salaries to charity, there ______ 
(be) no poverty. 
4. If I invented a new product, I ______ (patent) it immediately. 
5. If I _____ (be) you I would go to university, because you could join the 
company later. 
6. If we invested much money in e-commerce development our total online 
sales ______ (increase) tenfold over a year. 
 
XI. Поставте дієслова у необхідну форму. Перекладіть речення. 
Визначте тип умовних речень. 
1. If we had known that the company was in financial difficulty, we 
_______ (not/do) business with them. 
2. If the flight had been delayed, I _______ (stay) at the airport hotel. 
3. If our competitor had brought their new model in the first quarter, our 
sales _____ (not/hold up). 
4. If they _______ (deal) with the complaint more quickly, they wouldn’t 
have received so much bad publicity. 
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5.  _______ (can) you ______ (work) in Paris, if you ______ (want) to? 
6. If someone had stolen my credit cards and money, I ______ (go) to the 
police. 
7. If we hadn’t felt we could trust each other we ______ (not/be) partners.  
 
XII. Перепишіть речення. Використовуючи слова в дужках, 
перетворіть речення з прямою мовою у непряму. Перекладіть. 
Пам’ятайте, що якщо присудок головного речення виражено 
дієсловом в минулому часі, присудок підрядного речення має бути в 
одній із форм минулого часу: 
 
Зразок: 
«How much of your subsidiary’s profits do you reinvest?» (Mr. Miller/want to 
know). 
Mr. Miller wanted to know how much of their subsidiary’s profits they 
reinvested. 
1. “When were your company’s first subsidiaries set up? (Mr. Miller/want to 
know). 
2. “Will multinationals have to offer developing countries better terms?” 
(Mr. Miller/want to know whether). 
3. “The Government will be pleased with our results.” (Mr. Gill/feel sure).  
4. “Because local business shares our technology, it increases 
productivity.” (Mr. Gill/explain). 
5. “We can expect good relations with the government to continue.” (Mr. 
Gill/think). 
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ТЕКСТИ ДЛЯ ДОДАТКОВОГО ЧИТАННЯ 
 
BRITAIN’S PROPERTY BOOM TURNS TO BUST: 
PREPARE FOR A HARD LANDING 
 
Home renovation would seem to be as exciting a spectacle as, well, 
watching paint dry. But as Britain neared the peak of a decade-long housing 
boom, it became prime-time television as producers rushed to make shows 
like “Property Ladder”. Those happy days in which acquiring a house seemed 
a sure bet have now ended and even the boost of a quarter-point rate cut from 
the Bank of England on April 10th is unlikely to bring them back.  
Prices, which had been drifting slowly lower over the winter, have 
started falling more rapidly and dropped 2.5% in March, according to 
Halifax, part of HBOS and the country’s biggest mortgage lender. The 
biggest monthly drop since September 1992 prompted widespread concerns 
in a country that still remembers its previous big bust, which started in late 
1989 and from which prices did not fully recover for almost a decade.  
Mortgage lenders and Labour Party politicians have talked down the 
significance of the drop, arguing correctly that monthly data is volatile and 
that other indices show a very different picture for the month. The 
Nationwide Building Society, another large mortgage lender, thinks that 
prices fell just 0.6% in March. What really matters is the annual rate of 
growth, which has slowed to 1.1%, the lowest since 1996, according to both 
lenders.  
Worryingly, both estimates may already be out of date. Their data, 
which show that house prices have fallen about 4% from their peaks , are 
based on mortgages that are approved by lenders. Yet mortgage approvals 
capture only a portion of purchases – about a quarter of properties bought 
each year are paid for in cash – and take place only some weeks after a price 
is agreed. “The Halifax is behind where we are in the market,” says Marc 
Goldberg of Hamptons, an estate agent. “The prices we’re getting now are 
about 10% down from the peak last summer.” 
The drop should be set in the context of Britain’s long boom in house 
prices; between the first quarters of 1997 and 2007 the price of an average 
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home increased by 215% according to the Nationwide’s index. Most 
homeowners are sitting on large gains, and have enough equity to shield both 
themselves and their mortgage lenders from quite a severe downturn. 
Experian, a credit-scoring firm, reckons that if house prices fell by 20%, only 
78,000 households would have mortgages worth more than their homes, a 
tiny figure set against the almost 12m mortgages.  
On the other hand, the big increases may mean that prices have much 
further to fall. The housing market has, in recent years, sustained much 
higher valuations than was previously thought possible. Compared with 
average earnings, homes are more overvalued than at the peak of the previous 
boom in the late 1980s. They are also high compared with rents, which 
undermines the argument that the increase in property prices has been driven 
by low homebuilding rates.  
The International Monetary Fund reckons that Britain’s house prices 
are almost 30% higher than can be explained by fundamental factors such as 
disposable income, interest rates and the size of the working-age population. 
A crucial reason is that credit has been artificially cheap in recent years 
because investors have demanded too little return for the risks they have 
taken on. This has driven down the cost of borrowing and made loans 
available to many who might otherwise not have been able to borrow.  
Data monitor, a research firm, reckons that borrowers with spotty credit 
records account for about 7% of outstanding mortgages in Britain, with 
another 5-6% held by people who did not have to prove what their incomes 
were. Another 10% are held by landlords, compared with less than 1% a 
decade ago. Although this has proved a safe form of lending in recent  years, 
no one knows whether people who have invested in houses may be quicker to 
sell when markets turn down than those who have bought houses to live in.  
Turmoil in credit markets has now pushed up the cost of borrowing and 
forced many lenders to withdraw from the market. The most recognizable of 
these was hapless Northern Rock, but it is by no means the only one. Almost 
all lenders specializing in Britain’s subprime market had stopped issuing new 
loans by the end of 2007 because they were no longer able to fund 
themselves with money raised in the international financial markets.  
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The number of different sorts of mortgages available to the riskiest 
borrowers has slumped from more than 9,500 to about 1,300 since August, 
says George Buckley, an economist at Deutsche Bank. This week Abbey 
National, part of Spain’s Santander banking group, became the final 
mainstream lender to stop offering mortgages that allowed people to buy 
homes without deposits. Lenders have been demanding tougher terms and 
have been especially harsh on customers whose loans exceed 90% of the 
value of their homes. “We have reached a rare moment when lenders have 
pricing power and borrowers have none,” says a senior executive at one large 
lender. 
The seismic shift taking place in mortgage markets suggests that the 
fall in house prices may be both deep and prolonged. Reluctant as mortgage 
lenders are to talk down the market, even the Halifax and Nationwide expect 
“modest” declines in house prices this year. But this seems Panglossian, to 
put it mildly. 
One gauge of future house-price expectations is found in the property-
derivatives market. In it investors are betting on prices falling by some 10% 
this year and another 4-5% next year, says David Miles, an economist at 
Morgan Stanley. That would mean a fall of about 20% in real terms.  
Other forward-looking indicators also point to trouble. The Royal 
Institution of Chartered Surveyors reckons that in February the housing 
market – judging by the ratio of completed sales to unsold properties – was 
its weakest since 1996. Estate agents are having to work harder. Charles 
Peerless, who owns estate agencies near the City and in the West End, areas 
where prices are holding up relatively well, says each property is being 
viewed about 12 times before a sale, compared with just four or five 
viewings a year ago. 
The Bank of England’s cut in interest rates is unlikely to help the 
market that much. On recent form mortgage lenders are unlikely to pass on 
much of this week’s rate cut. More important, once people begin to expect 
lower prices, it is very difficult to reverse a self-fulfilling downward spiral in 
the housing market. About the only hark-back to the go-go years may be 
found on television: a new season of “Property Ladder” started this week.  
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WAITING FOR ARMAGEDDON 
THE RECENT RISE IN CORPORATE BANKRUPTCIES IN 
AMERICA MAY WELL BE A SIGN OF MUCH WORSE TO COME 
 
CAPITALISM without bankruptcy, it is said, is like Christianity 
without hell. With recession looming, the air in America’s bankruptcy courts 
is thick with brimstone and the coals are being heated in readiness for the 
many sad souls whose sin was to borrow too much. After several heavenly 
years, in which bankruptcies fell to record lows, going bust is back. How bad 
will things get? 
If the debt markets are to be believed, companies could be in at least as 
much trouble as they were in the previous two downturns, in the early 1990s 
and at the start of this decade, after the dotcom bubble burst. A leading 
indicator is the spread between yields on speculative “junk” bonds and 
American Treasury bonds. A year ago, the spread was only about 280 basis 
points; the long-term average is around 500 points. This month the spread 
exceeded 800 points for the first time since March 2003, reaching 862 on 
March 17th.  
The bankruptcy rate (in the previous 12 months) for high-yielding 
bonds has so far edged only modestly higher, to 1.28% from a record low of 
0.87% in November. But most forecasters expect it to rise sharply over the 
coming months. For instance, Moody’s, a ratings agency, predicts that the 
default rate will rise to 5.4% by the end of this year, mostly due to problems 
in America. (Moody’s also expects a rise in European bankruptcies this year, 
but only to 3.4%, thanks to lower levels of borrowing and less exposure to 
economic weakness). 
That is a relatively optimistic prediction, for it would merely return the 
bankruptcy rate close to its long-term average after an abnormally trouble-
free period, and it assumes only a mild recession in America. But if there is a 
severe recession, the default rate “could go to double figures,” admits 
Kenneth Emery, head of corporate-default research at Moody’s. 
Other forecasters are much gloomier. Fridson Vision, a research firm, 
publishes a default-rate predictor based on the percentage of bonds trading 
with a spread of at least 1,000 basis points. On March 19th this was 
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forecasting a default rate on high-yielding American corporate bonds of 
8.55% by the end of February 2009, compared with Moody’s forecast for 
American bonds of 6.8% for that date. 
Martin Fridson, the firm’s founder, admits this forecast is risky, 
because it relies on prices set in a market that has been hit by the liquidity 
crisis. Indeed, some contrarians believe that today’s corporate-bond spreads 
say more about the shaky health of the financial markets than they do about 
the condition of corporate borrowers. As liquidity returns, they predict, 
corporate-bond prices will soar, making this the buying opportunity of a 
lifetime. 
Mr. Fridson concedes that the difference between corporate-bond 
spreads and actual default rates is unusual and hard to explain: on the 
previous occasions when spreads have exceeded 800 points, the default rate 
was already 9.43% in 1990 and 5.44% in 2000. The huge amounts of 
“covenant light” debt issued in the credit boom of 2005-07, which gives 
lenders much less power to demand their money back than in the past, may 
have delayed the moment of default for many underperforming firms. So 
Fridson Vision looked at the ten firms in which spreads exceeded 1,000 
points by the smallest amounts. If these were merely victims of irrational 
pessimism in the market, they ought to be in relatively good shape. In fact, 
the analysts found plenty of reasons to worry. The companies included 
household names such as Beazer Homes, Ford and Rite Aid, all of which are 
“exhibiting classically distressed behaviour of downsizing amid recurring 
losses.” 
A look at the firms with distressed debt shows that problems are 
rapidly moving beyond the long-term sick (airlines, cars) and the industries 
immediately affected by the crisis (home builders, mortgage lenders, 
monoline insurers). Craig Dean of AEG Partners, a restructuring-advisory 
firm, says he is now seeing troubled companies in retailing, restaurants, 
manufacturing and food processing. 
As defaults rise, the new rules governing Chapter 11 of America’s 
bankruptcy code will face their first test. Long admired as the world ’s best 
system for allowing corporate liabilities to be restructured while giving firms 
a decent chance of staying in business, the rules were tightened in 2005 to 
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deter firms from staying in Chapter 11 too long and to stop the managers of 
bankrupt firms from paying themselves too much. One result may be that 
firms will try to restructure without going into Chapter 11, or at least do 
much more preparation before they enter it, says Mr. Dean. 
But perhaps the biggest difference this time will be the effects of the 
huge market for credit derivatives and other credit-related securities, which 
often dwarf the amount of debt that a firm has issued, says Henry Owsley of 
Gordion, another restructuring adviser. The interaction between underlying 
debt and credit derivatives will complicate bankruptcy and near-bankruptcy 
no end, he says. 
A big concern for company bosses will be the role of speculative 
investors, especially hedge funds. They can use derivatives to pursue 
complex strategies that may not be in the best interests of the firm that has 
issued the underlying debt, says Henry Hu, a law professor at the University 
of Texas, Austin. In a bankruptcy, a hedge fund could use the voting rights 
attached to different securities to maximize the overall value of its holdings 
in the firm at the expense of other investors. 
Imagine, for instance, a hedge fund that owns debt secured against a 
company asset. It may prefer to force the firm into liquidation in order to win 
that asset rather than engage in a restructuring negotiation that will keep the 
firm alive. Meanwhile, it can boost its returns by short selling its unsecured 
debt and its equity. Or suppose that a hedge fund owns credit-default swaps 
as well as a firm’s debt. If the fund makes enough money from the pay-out of 
the credit-default swaps, it may prefer to use the voting rights on its debt to 
ensure that the firm goes bust rather than negotiate a way to avoid 
bankruptcy. 
So far there is little hard evidence that hedge funds are doing this. But 
in recent papers written with his colleague Bernard Black, Mr. Hu reports 
credible rumours and other evidence of what they have dubbed “debt 
decoupling”, both in and outside of bankruptcy. Such activity is only likely to 
increase. “When there are more restructurings and bankruptcies, there is a lot 
more potential for mischief,” says Mr. Hu.  
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ENTRY SECURED 
UKRAINE IS SET TO JOIN THE WTO IN MAY 
 
Ukraine’s parliament has ratified the World Trade Organization (WTO) 
accession protocol, so the country will become the 152nd member of the pre-
eminent world trade body in May. Ratification underlines that, despite the 
often-chaotic nature of post-Orange Revolution politics, there is a consensus 
on the need for deeper integration with the global economy, regardless of 
narrow sectoral interests. Trade flows will increase upon accession, with steel 
and agricultural producers the main beneficiaries and automotive producers 
and small enterprises the main losers. WTO accession will also give Ukraine 
an opportunity to negotiate better access to its two biggest markets, the EU 
and Russia. 
All in favour 
Ukraine’s parliament voted by an overwhelming margin on April 10th 
to ratify the country’s accession to the WTO. Although five minor laws still 
must be adopted, the clock is now ticking on Ukraine’s entry to the 
organization. This will happen on May 10th, some 30 days following 
ratification. 
Given the polarization of Ukrainian politics, some observers had 
doubted whether Ukraine’s politicians could agree on WTO accession by the 
July 1st deadline. In the event, and despite lingering tensions between the 
governing parties (the victors from the Orange Revolution) and the 
opposition Party of Regions, WTO accession was approved by a record 
number of votes. Some 411 of the 450 deputies voted in favour; only the 
Communists abstained. 
The scale of the pro-WTO vote is a useful reminder of the common 
ground between the so-called Orange and Blue parties. All of them are 
backed now by the country’s leading industrialists, whose interests favour 
deeper integration with the global economy and in particular closer ties with 
EU markets, as well as Ukraine’s continued evolution towards a business 
environment that protects property rights and regulates competition.  
Trade and development 
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When President Viktor Yushchenko signed the WTO accession 
documents in Geneva on February 5th he claimed that membership would 
boost GDP growth by 1.5-1.7 percentage points and boost investment by 
US$3.5bn annually. The claims are difficult to evaluate. Certainly, both 
exports and imports will be boosted by the scrapping of trade quotas and 
reduction of export and import duties that will accompany WTO accession. 
This, however, will not necessarily add much to GDP growth. The potentially 
bigger benefits – an increase in competition on domestic markets and a better 
business environment, with a consequent increase in foreign-direct 
investment – are more difficult to quantify. 
The financial sector too will face a major turnaround. Foreign banks 
and insurance companies will be able to open branches in the Ukrainian 
market (although foreign banks are already a strong presence and a dynamic 
force). The increased penetration of foreign institutions should encourage 
consolidation and raise the financial sector’s efficiency, capitalization and 
management. This, in turn, should boost economic growth across the 
economy. 
Winners and losers 
Without doubt, the major beneficiary of WTO accession will be the 
country’s steel producers. Currently their access to EU markets is restricted, 
but the quotas will be scrapped once Ukraine joins the WTO. For some types 
of steel products, this could result in a doubling of export volumes. 
Moreover, Ukraine’s government undertook to reduce steel export quotas as 
an obligation of membership; this too will help the country’s steel producers. 
The country’s other big exporting sector, chemicals, could derive some 
benefit too – albeit to a lesser extent. As with steel producers, they should 
benefit from lower export duties. However it is not certain that anti -dumping 
actions against Ukrainian chemicals exports will be lifted as a consequence 
of WTO accession. 
As a result, some agricultural producers could be the second-rank 
beneficiaries of membership, behind the steel producers. Exporters of wheat 
and sunflower seeds will benefit from cuts in export duties and it is possible 
that some export quotas, for example on wheat, could be scrapped too. Other 
parts of the agricultural industry, which have heretofore been protected from 
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foreign competition, stand to lose. This applies mainly to the dairy and sugar 
sub-sectors. 
In general, small-scale enterprises – including smallholding farmers, 
stand to lose from WTO accession unless they are able to adapt to stringent 
EU safety and product-quality standards (for this reason, Ukrainian 
consumers will benefit from WTO entry). Within industry, two sectors seem 
set to suffer in particular. Automotive producers have for years been shielded 
by high import duties on cars; but on accession, this duty will be cut from 
25% to just 10%, with the duty scheduled to fall to 5% in 2013. Ukrainian 
automakers will be cushioned, at least initially, by still-rampant domestic 
demand and tight restrictions on the import of used cars. However, the 
reduction in the price of European-made vehicles will inevitably cut into 
domestic producers’ market share. 
White-goods makers will suffer too from lower import duties. By May, 
these tariffs will fall from the current levels of 5-50% to 5-10%. Companies 
making goods that have previously enjoyed high levels of duty protection, 
such as refrigerators, are in for a shock. 
The road to Brussels and Moscow 
Beyond the direct trade and investment benefits, WTO accession clears 
the path for a free-trade agreement (FTA) with the EU. This is important for 
several reasons, including the fact that the EU is a very large trading partner 
for Ukraine and has the potential to be the biggest; and the interest that third-
country investors will have in Ukraine if an FTA is established. Only with 
unfettered access to the large, wealthy markets of the EU, it could be argued, 
can Ukraine realistically hope to exploit its potential as a foreign investment 
target. WTO accession gives potential investors a reassuring framework, but 
it does not guarantee highly preferential access to markets beyond Ukraine.  
It seems increasingly likely that Ukraine will be negotiating a deep and 
complex FTA with the EU. On one estimate, once complete, this would put 
Ukraine in accordance with much of the acquis communautaire. On a 
practical basis (politics aside), this would put Ukraine in an excellent 
position to seek EU membership. 
WTO entry could also help Ukraine in its dealings with Russia. 
Ukraine is unlikely to overplay its hand in this regard, as officials from the 
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government and presidential administration have made clear. Nevertheless, 
Ukraine’s support is now needed in order for Russia to join the WTO and this 
opens new possibilities for the resolution of Ukrainian trade grievances. 
Earlier this year, Mr. Yushchenko said that up to 50% of Ukraine’s trade 
deficit with Russia was a consequence of restrictions imposed by the 
Russians on Ukrainian goods. Ukrainian metals and dairy products, in 
particular, face numerous obstacles blocking their access to the Russian 
market. One way or another, given that Russia too is expected to join the 
WTO within a year or so, this situation is likely to change. 
 
DANGER AHEAD FOR THE MIGHTY EURO 
EURO-ZONE ECONOMIES FACE EXTERNAL WOES  
AND INTERNAL TENSIONS 
 
AT THE World Economic Forum in Davos in January 2001, the mood 
was sombre. The dotcom bubble had burst spectacularly, the Nasdaq 
stockmarket had crashed, and the American economy was tipping into 
recession. Yet most continental Europeans were breezily optimistic. The long 
years of being lectured about their inadequacies by the Anglo-Saxons were 
over. Europe had wisely skipped the dotcom mania, and its new currency, the 
euro, was giving the continent a boost. Some Europeans even dreamed of 
taking over as the motor of the world economy. But it was not to be, as 
Europe promptly fell into a deeper recession even than America.  
Seven years on, the parallels are uncanny. Continental Europe has 
sensibly avoided America’s subprime follies, it is argued. Its banks are in 
better shape, average euro-area unemployment of 7.1% is the lowest in 
almost 20 years, the euro is resurgent and, as Joaquín Almunia, the engaging 
European economics commissioner, insists, there is no sign of a recession. 
The commission will trim its forecasts later this month, but euro-area growth 
is likely to stay close to 2% this year. It is true that the European Central 
Bank (ECB) in Frankfurt has, like America’s Federal Reserve, flooded the 
financial system with liquidity in response to the credit crunch. But unlike 
the Fed, it has not so far felt the need to bring down interest rates.  
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Just as in 2001, however, the outlook for the euro area seems to be 
deteriorating a lot faster than the optimists had expected. After all, the main 
reason that the ECB has been reluctant to cut rates is not because growth is 
so robust but because inflation has picked up to 3.5% – the highest in the 
euro’s nine-year existence. Troubles in the region’s two biggest export 
markets – recession in America and slowdown in Britain – are starting to 
bite. Exports to Asia have been strong, especially from Germany, but in most 
countries nervous consumers remain reluctant to spend.  
And two bigger worries have emerged. The first is the strength of the 
euro. A weaker dollar is driving an American export boom; a stronger euro is 
likely to have the opposite effect in Europe. Mr. Almunia says the euro is 
“overvalued” and adds that, although the impact has been  moderate so far, 
“we are at the limits, if not beyond them.” It is a delusion to suppose that 
euro-area exports can continue to barrel on regardless of their cost.  
The second worry is the housing market. Europe may have avoided the 
American subprime mess, but in several countries house prices have been 
even bubblier than in America. They are already falling in Spain and Ireland, 
and, beyond the euro zone, are starting to do so in Britain. A property bust 
may not produce an American-style mortgage meltdown, but it will surely 
topple economies heavily dependent on construction (which accounts for 
15% or more of Spanish and Irish GDP, for example). 
Indeed, Mr. Almunia’s home country of Spain appears especially 
vulnerable. He maintains that Anglo-Saxon commentators are excessively 
pessimistic about Spain’s prospects. But the signs of a sharp slowdown are 
clear even to the re-elected Prime Minister, José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero, 
who has announced a fiscal stimulus to help Spain weather the “turbulence”. 
Given that Spain has in recent years accounted for a big chunk of euro-zone 
growth and close to half of all jobs created in the euro area, its slowdown 
will be widely felt. And not just in economics. It will be a lot harder to sell 
the EU’s ambitious plans to cut CO2 emissions in a faltering economy, for 
instance. 
The political fallout will be felt in other ways too, because of the 
differential performance of euro-area economies. Mr. Almunia admits that 
France and Italy are a lot weaker than Germany; soon enough, French and 
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Italian leaders (especially if Silvio Berlusconi wins Italy’s imminent election) 
will squeal ever more loudly about the euro’s strength, the ECB’s rigid 
monetary policy and, quite possibly, will demand that their industries be 
protected from “unfair” competition. Such pressure will be resisted by the 
Germans, who remain comfortable with the euro’s strength and always hate 
criticism of the ECB.  
The dark face of success 
Even critics of the euro would concede that it has had considerable 
success, establishing itself in less than a decade as a genuine rival to the 
dollar as a world currency. But that success disguises two failings. The first 
is that some countries have adapted a lot better to the discipline of the euro 
than others. Germany and the Netherlands have cut labour costs and 
introduced enough reforms to make their economies more competitive. 
France, Spain and especially Italy have done less – and are suffering more, 
from both the euro’s rise and the global slowdown. 
The second failing is an ironic flipside of success. To qualify for the 
euro in the late 1990s, countries such as Italy and Spain had to make 
swingeing fiscal and structural adjustments. Yet by shielding weaker 
countries from a currency crisis, the euro now relieves much of the pressure 
on them to keep up reforms. In fact, these are more essential than ever now 
that countries have lost the option of devaluing their currencies to regain 
competitiveness and offset relatively slow productivity growth. As Mr 
Almunia sadly concedes, it has proved impossible “to compensate for the 
lack of market incentives for reform through policy co-ordination and peer 
pressure”.  
In truth, as the euro approaches its tenth birthday celebrations, it is 
facing the biggest test of its short life. If Europe follows America into 
recession, which is quite possible, the pain will be a lot greater in the 
Mediterranean countries than in Germany and northern Europe. Not 
surprisingly, the political response from the two regions will also be quite 
different. Even as it prepares to expand once more to take in Slovakia and 
later other countries from Eastern Europe, the euro is about to show the 
world that it is not yet an optimal currency area – and the demonstration may 
not be a pretty one.  
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GERMAN LESSONS 
AN AMBITIOUS CROSS - SUBSIDY SCHEME HAS GIVEN RISE 
TO A NEW INDUSTRY 
 
Q-CELLS, based in Wolfen, just north of Leipzig, is the world’s 
biggest maker of the photovoltaic cells used in solar panels. It overtook 
Sharp of Japan last year and announced big jumps in sales (up 59%) and 
profits (up 69%) on March 27th. Germany, which is not known for being 
sunny, seems an unusual place to find this industry leader. But the country 
leads the world in its installed capacity of renewable energy sources (see 
chart), and is the third-biggest producer of solar panels, after China and 
Japan. 
The environment ministry’s latest report on the state of the industry, 
released on March 12th, shows how quickly it is growing. Renewables now 
account for 6.7% of energy consumption, up from 5.5% in 2006 and 3.5% in 
2003. The industry’s turnover was €24.6 billion ($32.9 billion) in 2007, up 
10% on 2006 and nearly four times the figure for 2000. The share of 
electricity generated from renewable sources reached 14.2%, a big jump from 
11.7% in 2006, owing in part to stronger-than-usual winds last year. This 
means Germany has already met the European Union’s national target that 
12.5% of electricity should come from renewable sources. 
Andreas Düser of Enercon, a wind-equipment maker in Lower Saxony, 
believes that renewable-energy equipment will become a big part of the 
country’s manufacturing industry, alongside cars and machine tools. 
Employment in the renewables industry will increase from 250,000 in 2007 
to around 710,000 in 2030, matching the jobs in carmaking by that time, 
predicts Torsten Henzelmann of Roland Berger, a consultancy.  
Most of Germany’s electricity comes from coal-fired and nuclear 
plants. But the former are unpopular because of their relatively high 
greenhouse-gas emissions, and the latter because of the fear of a catastrophic 
accident. So in 1991 Germany adopted a renewable-energy law, now known 
as the EEG, which encourages investment by cross-subsidizing renewable 
electricity fed into the grid. The law is popular with those who support the 
rapid introduction of new clean technology. Stefan Schurig of the World 
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Future Council, a green think-tank in Hamburg, calls it “the best law of its 
kind worldwide”. 
The law says electricity produced from renewable sources must be 
purchased by utilities according to a generous “feed-in tariff” that sets 
higher-than-market rates and fixes them for 20 years. Roof-mounted 
photovoltaic systems installed in 2007, for example, can sell power at €0.49 
per kilowatt-hour, or about seven times today’s wholesale price, until 2027. 
The fixed rate allows investors to calculate returns and removes uncertainty 
over financing. 
The utilities that buy power at these higher rates pass the extra costs 
back to their customers in the form of higher electricity bills. This added an 
average of 1 euro cent per kilowatt-hour to the price of electricity last year, 
increasing the typical household electricity bill by 5%, or €3 a month. For the 
country as a whole, the cost was €7.7 billion in 2007, up 38% on the year 
before. Enthusiasts consider that a small price to jump-start a new industry 
and start decarbonizing the power supply. 
Clouds on the horizon 
But the government is not so sure. It has proposed a revision to the 
EEG, which calls for a shift away from solar and towards other forms of 
renewable energy, and offshore wind in particular. As things stand, the feed-
in tariff for solar goes down by 5% every year. But new proposals call for a 
cut of 9.2% next year, and 7-8% thereafter. 
The problem is not just the expense of the existing law. Cheerleaders 
for solar had hoped that the increased demand for panels would help 
manufacturers reduce unit costs, and thus make solar more competitive in the 
long run. Instead, the rush into solar has led to a shortage of the high-grade 
silicon used to make the cells, which has soared in price from $25 per 
kilogram in 2003 to around $400 today. 
Indeed, such is the demand for solar panels in Germany that it has kept 
prices high globally. This is wonderful for manufacturers, but makes it more 
expensive to install solar capacity in sunnier parts of the world, where it 
would generate more electricity. The EEG’s generous rates for solar 
amounted to “picking winners on a grand scale”, says Dieter Helm, an expert 
on energy policy at the University of Oxford. A euro in cross-subsidies spent 
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on wind power, rather than solar, produces more generating capacity and a 
larger reduction in carbon emissions. 
“Of course we want solar energy to pay for itself,” says Anton Milner, 
the chief executive of Q-Cells. But for some years it will not be competitive 
with conventional power sources, which are also subsidized, he says, since 
the cost of carbon emissions is not properly priced. Fans of solar also note 
that wind cannot expand for ever. Kurt Rohrig of ISET, a solar-research 
institute at the University of Kassel, predicts – somewhat heroically – that 
wind power in Germany will reach saturation by 2038. “Then solar will take 
over,” he says. 
As the government tweaks the feed-in tariffs, manufacturers are also 
thinking ahead. Many expect silicon-based cells to be overtaken by new “thin 
film” technology. Inside the 300-strong R&D department at Q-Cells, they are 
working on both kinds. Ersol, a smaller company which is bent on mass-
production, prefers to outsource research to institutions in Erfurt, Konstanz 
and Hameln. Throughout Germany, around 160 institutions are doing 
research on solar technology. 
In the long run, the hope is that Germany’s clean-tech industry will be 
able to survive without any subsidies, and will do its bit to preserve the 
country’s status as an industrial titan. Yet unless solar power becomes 
competitive with cheaper forms of generation, it will never make much of a 
dent in the nuclear and coal-fired power on which Germany relies. And then 
there is the problem of storing it for use on cloudy days and at night. 
Meanwhile, the unlikely flowering of solar panels beneath Germany’s cloudy 
skies continues. 
 
THE GREAT AMERICAN SLOWDOWN 
 
The recession may not be as severe as many fear, but the recovery 
could take longer – and that is dangerous. 
AMERICANS are unaccustomed to recessions, particularly ones that 
involve shopping less. During the past quarter-century, the world’s most 
powerful economy has suffered only two official downturns, in 1990-91 and 
2001. Both were short and shallow. In 2001 consumer spending barely 
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skipped a beat; a decade earlier it fell, but only briefly. Buoyed by rising 
asset prices and financial innovations that allowed ever more people to tap 
ever more debt, the collective American wallet has not snapped shut in 
almost two decades.  
That may be about to change. Evidence is mounting that the economy 
has slipped into recession – and this time consumer weakness is to the fore 
(see article). The doughty American shopper is being pummeled by four 
things: the housing bust, the credit crunch, higher fuel and food costs and, 
most recently, a weakening labour market. The unemployment rate rose to 
5.1% in March, while the private sector lost jobs for the fourth month in a 
row. Feeling poorer and with fewer people prepared to lend them money, 
consumers are cutting back: witness the slump in car sales. And seeing that 
consumer spending accounts for 70% of American demand that hurts, 
especially when it is coupled with a collapse in the once mighty construction 
industry. The IMF now officially predicts an American recession in 2008; 
many at the Federal Reserve think output is contracting.  
Shallow but lengthy: you could do a lot worse 
There are two big questions about this downturn for America and the 
world: how long? And how deep? On the second count, there is room for 
guarded optimism: although American recessions have usually sent the world 
economy into a funk, this time the slowdown need not be so severe – 
especially for the emerging world. The economic tests instead may come 
from the length of this downturn: an America that stays sluggish for several 
years could cause all sorts of problems. 
That is not to imply that a severe global slowdown is out of the 
question. The IMF reckons that there is a 25% chance of the world economy 
growing by less than 3% in 2008 and 2009, the equivalent of recession, in its 
view. The origins of this crisis lie in the biggest asset bubble in history; 
financial markets have already suffered arguably their biggest shock for 80 
years; and America is not the only developed economy suffering (Britain ’s 
housing market, for instance, is showing the same symptoms as America’s – 
see article). But so far at least there is little evidence that the world economy 
is falling off a cliff. 
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The pace of job losses in America has been mild compared with 
previous downturns, and there are a couple of reasons to suppose it will stay 
that way. The first is the activism of American policymakers. Congress 
started throwing money at the problem early, and a second fiscal stimulus is 
already being discussed (alongside a bail-out for the housing market). The 
Fed has slashed interest rates, promised more cuts if the economy stays weak 
and – perhaps most important – sharply reduced the odds of financial-market 
catastrophe by extending its safety net to investment banks.  
The second is the changing structure of the world economy. The 
dynamism and resilience of emerging markets mean that America does not 
matter as much as it once did. The IMF expects global growth to fall from 
4.9% in 2007 to 3.7% this year – hardly catastrophic. Moreover, these 
foreigners can now do a bit to cushion the blow for Americans: already 
global demand, coupled with a weak dollar, is boosting American exports. 
Meanwhile, some losses from America’s housing bust have been borne 
abroad, although not without pain. 
With these props, America can avoid a deep slump, but don’t expect a 
vigorous recovery. Spending will be supported by tax rebates in the second 
half of the year, but the hangover from the housing bust will linger much 
longer. Judging by the experience of other rich countries that have suffered 
financial crises spawned by housing busts, such as Sweden and Norway in 
the early 1990s, weak balance sheets will weigh on consumers’ spending for 
years rather than months. The 2008 recession may be mild, but the 2009 
recovery will be feeble.  
Beware the slithering snail 
If the world economy’s biggest problem turns out to be America 
remaining snail-like for longer than most people expect, many will breathe a 
sigh of relief. Given the scale of the financial mess, it could be a lot worse. 
You can even argue that after five years of breakneck growth, a more sedate 
global expansion would be no bad thing: it would dampen inflationary 
pressures in the emerging world, and weaker domestic demand should shrink 
America’s gaping external deficit – already down from above 6% of GDP to 
below 5%. 
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But that is about as far as optimism can take you. The main fear is that 
the rest of the world proves less resilient than now seems likely: commodity 
exporters, say, may rely on American demand less than they did, but are 
hardly cut off from it. The weak dollar also causes problems. Importing 
America’s loose monetary policy will become harder to sustain for countries, 
such as the Gulf states, that peg their currencies to the greenback. They will 
need to let their exchange rates rise.  
Politics too can do plenty of damage. A sluggish America next year 
will be a hard inheritance for the next president. With the budget deficit 
rising, big domestic reforms, such as expanding health-care coverage, will 
become more difficult; with a fragile economy, the Democrats, if they get in, 
may have to rethink their plan to roll back George Bush’s tax cuts. 
And do not forget populism and protectionism. Already eight out of ten 
Americans say their country is on the wrong track. A protracted malaise will 
spawn an angry search for scapegoats. Even though free trade is helping save 
Americans from a worse downturn, Mr. Bush is struggling to get a trade deal 
with Colombia through Congress: heaven help the Doha round. Meanwhile, 
the momentum to re-regulate financial markets and punish the oil industry, 
credit-card firms or indeed any other malefactors of great wealth will grow. 
The great American slowdown may be less calamitous than many people 
fear; but it is fraught with dangers. 
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